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Who is Diesel Tech Industries?
Diesel Tech Industries Ltd. (DTI) is a Canadian owned company who develop and manufacture the only true remote
shutdown valve for diesel engines. Since 2005, we have been involved in an intense R&D program designed to bring
the most revolutionary positive airflow shut down system available to the industry today. DTI is a division of Diesel
Tech Truck Repair Ltd., a Diesel repair business that has been operating in Edmonton since 1999.
DTI is owned and operated by Darren Rivet, a certified Diesel engine specialist who has been in the industry for over
thirty years. Working in the transportation and oilfield industry, DTI has been able to understand the wants and needs
of their customers, as well as the limitations of existing products.
DTI has discovered the industry's need for a better shutdown system and is constantly developing systems with 21st
century innovations. DTI Safety, Security, Asset Retention and Management Systems have revolutionized the
transportation industry by providing operators and managers with safety and control that they never thought possible.

How does it work?
The DTI Guardian safety system is unlike any other engine shutdown system in the market today. With traditional
shutdown systems operators have no way of determining why their engine has stopped and once it has stopped, the
valve can be very difficult to be reset.
The system is designed so that the valve will not close unless users want their engines to shutdown, whether it is by
dash control, preset RPM shutdown or by key fob. In our more advanced models, the DTI system records the status of the
valve at the time of a shutdown and the butterfly design of the valve prevents the loading of unburnt fuel into the engine
when activated.
Equipped with "Intel-a-Valve Technology™" the Valve Control Unit (VCU) controller lets the user know the status of the
valve through the LED light display. It constantly monitors the status of the Valve for any faults or false trips,
this enables a failure-free performance and makes it the only shutdown valve of its kind on the market.
Shutdown system’s are essential due to the nature of how Diesel engines operate, that is, by the combustion of
controlled fuel fed into the engine to control its speed. In the presence of airborne hydrocarbons, such as those caused
by a fuel spill, a running diesel engine will rapidly enter into a “runaway state” by ingesting hydrocarbon vapor.
If not stopped immediately, an engine in a “runaway state” can become a dangerous source for the ignition of a fire or
explosion which can result in the loss of lives, destruction of equipment and facilities plus extensive environmental
damage. With the DTI Guardian safety systems, companies will protect their operators, equipment and themselves by
avoiding unnecessary costs due to litigation, property loss and environmental liability.
The DTI Guardian safety system monitors the engine's exact RPM at all times. If the engine reaches above the programmed
RPM the valve will shut off the air supply to the engine, this is the safest, most practical and effective way of
shutting down a Diesel engine in a “runaway state”.
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Why do you need it?
There are many reasons why you should consider installing the DTI Guardian Safety System on your
Diesel engines. Primarily for safety reasons but also for Reliability, Government compliance, Liability
protection in the event of an accident and also to act as a safe guard against theft.
Government regulation requires every Diesel engine that operates in or near Oil and Gas sites to be
equipped with an adequate air intake Shutdown valve that is equipped with a remote control.
All of DTI’s products exceed these Government requirements and have safeguards in place to give full
confidence to the user.
The DTI Guardian safety system valve has been lab tested up to 80,000 cycles without failure and with
full trust behind our products and services, we proudly offer a 1 and 2 year Parts and Labor Warranty
on DTI’s systems.

Easy to Install and Upgrade
The DTI Guardian Safety System utilizes simple plug and play
technology, making installation quick and cost-effective compared
to other Diesel shutdown systems.
If you want to upgrade your model in the future to take advantage of our
more advanced features, the upgrade is simple. You just need to replace the VCU
and Dash control components, there is no need to replace the Valve itself.

Easy to Operate
With competitor valves, re-setting requires searching the engine
compartment for your manual control and pulling cables/levers with
significant force to reset from hard to reach places.
The DTI Guardian Safety System solves this problem by using
a fully electronic system with a dash controller that allows you to simply
Stop/Run the valve with the push of a button from inside your cab.

Easy to Test
All DTI Guardian Safety Systems contain a built in and easy-to-use "Test" function
that allows you to safely test the DTI Guardian Safety System from inside the
cab at anytime.
Regular testing will ensure that the system operates at an optimal level,
giving you the assurance you need should an event happen.
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Valve & Nozzle Sizes
At DTI we know that different applications require various sized valves, therefore we want our product
to be as adaptable as possible to help suit our customers needs. Below are the different sizes that we
keep in stock and other sizes are available immediately on request :
Adaptable Valves :
2 ¾” (Adaptable from 1”- 3”)
?
3”, (Adaptable from 2”- 3”)
?
3 ½”(Adaptable from 3”-3 ½”)
?
4” (Adaptable from 3 ½”-5”)
?
4 ½” (Adaptable from 4 ½” - 5”)
?

Industrial Valves :
4.33”
?
5”
?
6”
?

Nozzles & Hoses :
1 ¼” , 1 ½” , 1 ¾”
?
2”, 2 ¼”, 2 3/8”
?
3 ¼”
?
4 ½”
?
5 ½”
?

Industries & Applications
There are many industries that operate Diesel engines in areas where combustible gases, vapors and
dust can exist, a few of which are listed below :
?
Oil & Gas
?
Mining
?
Transportation
?
Power Generation
?
Fire Control
?
Agriculture
?
Marine
?
Aviation

Refuelling

?
Distilling

DTI has supplied Diesel engine overspeed safety shutdown solutions for hundreds of applications.
Below are a some examples of applications that we have supplied solutions for:
Drilling support equipment
?
?
Well servicing equipment
?
Refinery support equipment
?
Bulk haulers and tankers
?
Construction equipment
?
Mining equipment
?
Generator sets
?
Air compressors
?
Emergency response vehicles
?
Light Towers
?
Water pumps
?
Agriculture equipment
?
Aircraft support equipment
?
Welding sets
?
Hydraulic powerpacks
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Our products
The following section outlines the different features and components for the main models of the DTI Guardian
Safety System that DTI manufactures, as well as, our flagship Premium model which are color coded as
follows:
Basic Model (Yellow dash controller)
Pro Model (Blue dash controller)
Elite Model (Red dash controller)
Premium Model (Black/Digital dash controller)
The color coding makes it easy for customers to distinguish which system they have purchased.
Should any problems occur, the customer is able to give the correct information to our team in order to
troubleshoot the issue quickly based on the color scheme.
All of the systems are available in various sizes as mentioned before. For any smaller sizes the 3” model can
be fitted with a Nozzle system that allows it to be modified to fit smaller pipes down to a 1” size.
DTI holds Patent rights for the DTI Guardian Safety System. Therefore the product cannot be replicated
by any of our competitors systems which gives us a unique position in the market.
The table below displays the different features and components of each Guardian Safety System that DTI
manufactures and the main systems are broken down further in the following pages.
FEATURES

Other Valve
Companies STANDARD

Air Intake Valve Shutoff
Open/Close from Inside Cab

ü

RPM Shutdown
RPM Test

ü

PTO Shutdown Mode
Pull to Ground
Event Logging & Autocycling
Smartphone/Tablet/Laptop Monitoring via Bluetooth
Rollover Protection

DTI Guardian System
BASIC

PRO

ELITE

PREMIUM
PREMIUM

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

Handheld RF Remote Control Shutdown
Master Shutdown Capability

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

GPS-Enabled Monitoring
Digital Display

ü
ü

Optional Extras *
2-way Communication
Dual Valve Shutdown V4
H2 S Shutdown
Pressure Shutdown
Proximity Shutdown
Temperature Shutdown
(2 Valves, same engine)
Vibration Shutdown
Flow Shutdown

ü
ü
ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

* The optional extras are custom solutions which are available at an additional cost.
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Basic Model
Features:
Air Intake Valve Shutdown, Stop/Run from inside cab, RPM Shutdown, RPM
test.
The Basic Model is our entry level Guardian Safety System with dash
control and RPM Shutdown which offers superior protection in comparison with
other air intake shut off valves in the market today.
Government regulation requires every Diesel engine that operates in or near Oil
and Gas sites to be equipped with an adequate air intake shutdown valve, therefore this
system is the minimum standard that we recommend to be installing on
your vehicles and machinery.

Air Intake Valve Shutoff
The valve is a butterfly design with a silicone o-ring which ensures you get a
positive seal every time it is used.
We use a worm gear motor to control the valve so it is not able to move unless
it is instructed to do so by the user.
With our design there is no reduction to air flow through the valve because it
flows in lines that do not waste air space, unlike other systems on the market.

Dash Controller
The Dash controller allows the user to shutdown the engine from
inside the cab and is the only Dash control unit on the market with an
LED light to let the user know the status of the Valve at all times.
Being able to shutdown the engine from inside the cab is very useful when
you consider that most other systems on the market require you to
manually navigate around the engine compartment to shut the engine off.
This is the safest way to quickly and efficiently bring your engine to a
standstill should it enter into a “run away” state.

RPM Shutdown
The Valve Control Unit (VCU) allows for each engine to be programmed at a predefined RPM, once the engine reaches this set RPM (to within 1 RPM) it will
activate the Valve to Shutdown.
The standard RPM limit is set at 200 RPM above the engines Governed speed and
this can be configured to set requirements with our more advanced models.
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Pro Model
Features:
Air Intake Valve Shutdown, Stop/Run from inside cab, RPM Shutdown, RPM
test, PTO Guard™ Shutdown Mode, Pull to Ground, Event Logging, Auto Cycling.
Optional Extras:
Inputs + Outputs, such as:
H2S Shutdown, Pressure Shutdown, Proximity Shutdown, Temperature Shutdown,
Vibration Shutdown, Flow Shutdown.
As well as offering all of the Basic model features, the Pro model is equipped with
more advanced features which provide a wider range of protection.
Below is a look at some of the added features:

Event Logging
The Pro model offers access to real-time logs of the DTI Guardian Safety
System which provides you with the ultimate in liability protection and the
ability to check which operators are regularly testing the system.
To access the logs you will need to download the computer software program to
your laptop/PC. Once downloaded you will either connect to the valve manually via
the VCU harness (Basic+ and Pro models) or connect via Bluetooth (Elite model).
Once connected you can download the event log for your unit.

Auto Cycling
The Valve Auto Cycler is the only product on the market that has safe testing,
this means that even if the operator of the unit doesn't test the system it will
automatically swipe the valve and record the information in the event log for
them.
Diesel engines have an increased carbon build up in their intake systems due to the
introduction of EGR and DPF systems which the DTI Guardian System helps to clear.

Inputs + Outputs
The DTI Guardian Safety System has been designed to receive multiple auxiliary
inputs, all of which can be monitored and set to shutdown the system if set
levels are reached.

Optional Sensors available at extra cost:

Examples of the Inputs and Outputs are being able to monitor the H2S levels,
Pressure levels, Vibration levels and Temperature levels.
These Inputs and Outputs are added components to our Valve system,
therefore working with our Engineering team you can build a custom valve to
suit your needs, with each added component incurring an extra cost.
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Elite Model
Features:
Air Intake Valve Shutdown, Stop/Run from inside cab, RPM Shutdown, RPM
test, PTO Guard™ Shutdown Mode, Pull to Ground, Event Logging, Auto Cycling,
Smartphone/Tablet/Laptop Monitoring via Bluetooth™, Rollover Protection, Handheld
RF Remote Control Shutdown, Master Shutdown Capability.
Optional Extras:
Inputs + Outputs, such as:
H2S Shutdown, Pressure Shutdown, Proximity Shutdown, Temperature Shutdown, Vibration
Shutdown, Flow Shutdown.
The Elite Model offers some unique features that are a step above the Pro model, such as,
using Bluetooth™ Technology to connect with the VCU in order to gain access to Event
Logging records and offers an outstanding level of security.
Below is a look at some of the added features:

Rollover Protection
DTI’s latest technology integrates multiple inclinometers that measure the device’s
angle in real-time.
If the vehicle starts to tip (and exceed the custom-set safe angles), the
Guardian Safety System will automatically shut off your engine.
This means that damage to your equipment is minimized and further repair costs
are avoided.

Handheld RF Remote Control
The Elite and Premium Guardian Safety Systems use a handheld remote which has a
radio frequency key fob that allows the operator to start or shutdown their equipment
remotely whenever needed.
This is particularly relevant to fracking and refueling applications as operators are often
away from their vehicle and machinery.

Master Shutdown Capability
The Guardian Master System can save lives and equipment by instantly and
simultaneously shutting down all Diesel engines (equipped with Elite and
Premium DTI Valves) in a pre-defined area.
This is the safest and quickest method of minimizing losses if an incident occurs
and can save your company significantly on costs.
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Premium Model
Features:
Air Intake Valve Shutdown, Stop/Run from inside cab, RPM Shutdown, RPM
test, PTO Guard™ Shutdown Mode, Pull to Ground, Event Logging, Auto Cycling,
Smartphone/Tablet/Laptop Monitoring via Bluetooth™, Rollover Protection, Handheld RF
Remote Control Shutdown, Master Shutdown Capability, Dual Valve Shutdown,
GPS Enabled Monitoring, 2-Way Visual Communication, Digital Dash Display
Optional Extras:
Inputs + Outputs, such as:
H2S Shutdown, Pressure Shutdown, Proximity Shutdown, Temperature Shutdown, Vibration
Shutdown, Flow Shutdown.
The Premium Model is our flagship offering which provides an unrivaled standard of
protection with the capability to securely manage your vehicles from wherever you may be.
Below is a look at some of the added features:

2 Way Visual Communication
The Premium Model also comes with a 2-Way visual control screen.
When a valve shuts down, the system will tell you when, where, and why it shut off
and can be re-opened with the simple push of a button.

GPS Capability
Our state-of-the-art software is GPS-ready, meaning you can monitor and shutdown
your equipment from anywhere in the world (signal permitting) which means you will
always have a record of what happened, where and why.
The GPS capability also aids in theft protection as you can track where your equipment
is at all times.

Dual Valve Shutdown
The Dual Valve system is engineered so that each valve is dependant on the other in
order for a shutdown to take place.
Once the shutdown has been activated, the system will primarily shut off the ignition
before closing the valve in order to stop any unburnt fuel being loaded into the
engine and potentially causing an engine failure.
The 21st Century Technology used to design the valve allows it to operate for long
periods in high heat conditions. We commonly use the Dual Valve on large industrial
sized engines and they are placed in front of the Turbo so therefore need to be able
withstand these harsh conditions.
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Contact us:
Diesel Tech Industries
14215-120 Ave
Edmonton, AB
Canada
T5L2R8
t: (780) 455-9876
e: info@dtiguardian.com
w: www.dtiguardian.com
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